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OverviewOverview

•• The principles of cellular automataThe principles of cellular automata

•• Previous CA based landPrevious CA based land--use studiesuse studies

•• The current modelThe current model

•• Conclusions and further workConclusions and further work



From words to modelsFrom words to models



Cellular Automata  Cellular Automata  -- CACA

•• Introduced in the late Introduced in the late fourties abyffourties abyf John von John von 
Neumann and Neumann and Stanislaw UlamStanislaw Ulam

•• In the late sixties John Horton Conway developed In the late sixties John Horton Conway developed 
The Game of LifeThe Game of Life

•• CA is CA is discrete dynamicaldiscrete dynamical systems and is often systems and is often 
described as a  counter part to described as a  counter part to partielpartiel differential differential 
equations for continuous systemsequations for continuous systems



Cellular AutomataCellular Automata

The most important properties of a CA systemThe most important properties of a CA system
•• A regular nA regular n--dimensional grid (n is often equal to 1 or 2), dimensional grid (n is often equal to 1 or 2), 

where every cell within the system has a discrete statewhere every cell within the system has a discrete state
•• A dynamic behaviour, defined by rules describing the A dynamic behaviour, defined by rules describing the 

state of a cell at the subsequent timestate of a cell at the subsequent time on the basis of on the basis of 
the state of the neighbouring cellsthe state of the neighbouring cells

Local interaction leads to global dynamicsLocal interaction leads to global dynamics
The main principle in CAThe main principle in CA

von Neumann 
Neighbourhood

Moore 
Neighbourhood

Udvidet 
Moore Neighbourhood



General principles for CAGeneral principles for CA

SSijij(t)(t) the state for the cell the state for the cell xxijij at the time tat the time t

SSijij(t+1)(t+1) the state for the cell the state for the cell xxijij at the time (t + 1)at the time (t + 1)

SSijij(t+1)(t+1) = F(S= F(SΩΩ(i,j)(i,j)(t) ) (t) ) 
where where ΏΏij ij represents the neighbouring cellsrepresents the neighbouring cells
to the cell to the cell xxijij

IFIF
(something happens among the neighbours of the cell) (something happens among the neighbours of the cell) 

THENTHEN
(the cell will change its state at the next time step)(the cell will change its state at the next time step)



Cincinnati's development 1840 Cincinnati's development 1840 -- 19601960



Simulating DublinSimulating Dublin’’s developments development

The Moland The Moland Project)Project)



CA model for landCA model for land--use dynamicsuse dynamics

•• The The StatesStates represents represents 
the various landthe various land--use use 
classesclasses

–– Dynamic statesDynamic states

–– Passive statesPassive states

–– Static features

Residential

Service

Industry

Arable

Forest

Lake

Static features



The ModelThe Model

Output

Scenarios :Scenarios :
Future Future 
LandLand--useuse SustainabilitySustainability

? ? ?? ? ?

Indicators

Input

LandLand--useuse
AccessibilityAccessibility
SuitabilitySuitability
Zones and plansZones and plans
SocioSocio--economic dataeconomic data

Cellular Automata
Based model



Driving forcesDriving forces

•• Spatial planning (environmental legislation, Spatial planning (environmental legislation, 
energy policy)energy policy)

•• Demography (population development, Demography (population development, 
migration)migration)

•• Values of the society (quality of life, Values of the society (quality of life, 
concern about the environment)concern about the environment)

•• Economic developmentEconomic development
•• Technological development (information Technological development (information 

society)society)
•• Environmental impacts (emissions, climate Environmental impacts (emissions, climate 

changes)changes)



The Model ConceptThe Model Concept

AccessibilityAccessibility

LandLand--useuse

SuitabilitySuitability

Spatial PlanningSpatial Planning

SimulatedSimulated
LandLand--useuse
20202020

Neighbour effectNeighbour effect

Driving ForcesDriving Forces



Calculation theCalculation the
Neighbourhood effectNeighbourhood effect

∑∑=
c l

lccLK
t
yxK IwR ,,,,,

∑ === ),,(,, KernelWeightnArealanvFocalSumRt yxArealanv

R_L1(x,y) = R_L1(x,y) = FocalSumFocalSum(LU == 1, WEIGHT, (LU == 1, WEIGHT, KernelKernel_L1L1) +_L1L1) +
FocalSumFocalSum(LU == 2, WEIGHT, (LU == 2, WEIGHT, KernelKernel_L1L2)   . . . .  _L1L2)   . . . .  

R_L2(x,y) = R_L2(x,y) = FocalSumFocalSum(LU == 1, WEIGHT, (LU == 1, WEIGHT, KernelKernel_L2L1) +_L2L1) +
FocalSumFocalSum(LU == 2, WEIGHT, (LU == 2, WEIGHT, KernelKernel_L2L2) _L2L2) 

. . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . . .  .
Etc.Etc.



AccessibilityAccessibility
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A = 1/(1 + 3A = 1/(1 + 3√√2) = 0,19072) = 0,1907

A = 1/(1 + 5A = 1/(1 + 5√√2) = 0,41422) = 0,4142

A = 1/(1 + A = 1/(1 + √√2)  = 0,12392)  = 0,1239

Transport network



How to make the CA modelHow to make the CA model

•• Decide about the active states, the passive Decide about the active states, the passive 
states and the static featuresstates and the static features

•• Decide the spatial resolution of the model Decide the spatial resolution of the model 
•• Obtain minimum 2 landObtain minimum 2 land--use maps to do the use maps to do the 

calibration against the historical calibration against the historical 
development (minimum 10 years between) development (minimum 10 years between) 

•• Prepare the landPrepare the land--use datause data
•• Define the distanceDefine the distance--decay functionsdecay functions
•• Run the model repeatedly and evaluate the Run the model repeatedly and evaluate the 

effects of the changed ruleseffects of the changed rules



LandLand--use use 19901990

CORINE 
1990

BBR

Protected
Nature



Add Protected AreasAdd Protected Areas

Con( ProtectedAreas > 0, ProtectedAreas, Corine)



Add urban landAdd urban land--useuse

Con([UrbanLanduse] > 0, [UrbanLanduse], [CorinePlus ])



AccessibilityAccessibility

Roads

LowLowHighHigh
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Spatial Planning ZonesSpatial Planning Zones

Preserved areas

Urban zones

Summer cottage 
zone



SuitabilitySuitability



SuitabilitySuitability

•• Suitability is based onSuitability is based on
–– Existing landExisting land--useuse
–– Soil typeSoil type
–– TerrainTerrain

–– More can be added !

Suitability for 
residential

More can be added !



The PotentialThe Potential

•• Suitability, accessibility, and zoning status are Suitability, accessibility, and zoning status are 
calculated for each of the active landcalculated for each of the active land--use classesuse classes

•• Like in MURBANDY and MOLAND we calculate Like in MURBANDY and MOLAND we calculate 
transition potentials for each cell from a set of transition potentials for each cell from a set of 
suitabilitiessuitabilities, accessibilities, zoning status and the , accessibilities, zoning status and the 
neighbourhood effectneighbourhood effect

•• The state for which a cell has the highest potential The state for which a cell has the highest potential 
will be allocated to that cellwill be allocated to that cell

•• However, there is the constraint that the number of However, there is the constraint that the number of 
cells in each state must be equal to the number cells in each state must be equal to the number 
demanded in that iterationdemanded in that iteration



Implementation strategyImplementation strategy

•• Developed within the ArcGIS frameworkDeveloped within the ArcGIS framework
•• Programming language is PythonProgramming language is Python



LandLand--use simulation 1990 use simulation 1990 -- 20002000



19901991199219931994199519961997199819992000



Changed cells (1990 Changed cells (1990 –– 2000)2000)



Changed cellsChanged cells
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Concluding remarksConcluding remarks

•• The current model is our first attempt to The current model is our first attempt to 
develop a flexible and easy to use CA develop a flexible and easy to use CA 
based landbased land--use simulation modeluse simulation model

•• ProPro
–– Easy to run various scenarios for different spatial Easy to run various scenarios for different spatial 

planning effortsplanning efforts
–– Easy to change the number of landEasy to change the number of land--use categoriesuse categories

•• ConsCons
–– Time consuming to estimate the distance decay Time consuming to estimate the distance decay 

functions between various landfunctions between various land--use categoriesuse categories
–– Difficult to calibrate the model against historical data Difficult to calibrate the model against historical data 

due to uncertainties in as well the start year as the due to uncertainties in as well the start year as the 
end year for the calibration periodend year for the calibration period



Further researchFurther research

•• Develop more effective calculation Develop more effective calculation 
procedures to reduce the calculation timeprocedures to reduce the calculation time

•• Improve the calibration procedureImprove the calibration procedure
•• Use the model in a practical Coastal Zone Use the model in a practical Coastal Zone 

Management Project Management Project –– Forum Skagerrak.Forum Skagerrak.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION ! ! !


